
A LOOK AT THE PAST PRESENT AND FUTURE OF COMPUTERS

Let's look at how they progressed to what they are today and try to predict what they might do in the future. Filed under
Technology. The Past.

Video games might come to mind. How could they safely store all of this information for a long period of
time? Ten years ago, these innovations were waiting for some big leaps: small enough hardware, powerful
enough batteries, detailed enough screens, and the ability to overlay images fast and accurately enough to trick
your mind. Robots could pick up trash around our roads and parks and recycle trash in our landfills. Punched
cards and printouts became obsolete since operating systems, keyboards and monitors were created. With this
new movable, metal-type printing machine, the process of composing pages took only a few, short minutes
which made written technology easily accessible to the public. Programming languages were developed that
made programming easier to do. The first major hacking program, SATAN, caused controversy in , and
numerous hacking programs exist today When you buy groceries at a supermarket, a computer is uesed with
laser and barcode technology to scan the price of each item and present a total. Transistors were made smaller
and installed on silicon chips. First, a new method of communicating information was discovered with the
voltaic battery. Other major machine inventions were the following: The slide rule s - an analog computer that
allowed users to multiply and divide. Google crawls more of the Internet in one day than you can read in a
lifetime. Websites and Blogging Are Born Websites advanced along with the internet. Little by little, magnetic
tape and disks took the place of punched cards. At the beginning of this stage, it was realized that electronic
vacuum tubes could be used instead of electromechanical parts. Wrap-Up Computers have come a long way
since the 's. This resulted in different methods for record keeping such as clay tablets and scrolls which led to
books and libraries. Remember face-to-face conversations? Here are a few trends to watch for in the coming
years. A fast enough computer can process a two-hour movie in seconds. Computer systems went from
enormous vacuum tubes that filled an entire room to a tiny chip that could fit in your hand. Gartner , an
analyst firm, speculates there will be more than 26 billion connected devices by  Cars and drones will drive
themselves. The OG fast-forward? The first writing material was simply a pen like object to create markings
in wet clay.


